
Name: RUSH TROUSERS Code: MC2517H1 MC25 CLOTHING - HARDWEAR SERIES

Description

Advanced multi-pocket work trousers made of 80% Polyester, 20% 
Cotton, Twill, weight 300 g/mĮ: Solid, stain resistant, quick dryingand 
water repellent.

- Fly with zipper and button;
- Easy-to-access, CorduraÈ reinforced holster pockets, detachable with 
velcro;
- On the left leg: one multi-functional utility pocket closed with flap and 
VelcroÈ, phone pocket with flap and VelcroÈ, ruler pocket and detachable 
ID badge holder; ruler pocket on the right leg;
- Two rear pockets closed with flap and VelcroÈ;
- CorduraÈ reinforced knee pad pockets;
- Reflex labels for extra visibility in low light conditions;
- Extendable length by 4 cm by releasingthe stitching on the inside;
- Three reflective 3MÈ stripes on back of the legs for enhanced visibility;
- 100% CorduraÈ reinforcements for exceptional durability;
- High-performance triple stitched seams, bar-tacked for increased 
strength;
- Heavy duty YKKÈ zippers;
- Tested for harmful substances according to Oeko-TexÈ Standard 100;
- Industrial washable ISO 15797:2002.

The producthas been designed and manufactured to comply with 
Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 and subsequent amendments.

EN 20471
Class 3*:
Ó 0.80 mĮ fluorescent material;
Ó 0.20 mĮ retro-reflective material.
*If combined with the jacket art. MC2518.

Category Colours Available Sizes

 II HI-VIS ORANGE 42 - 64

Quantity/Carton EC Standards Important Information

10

EN ISO 20471

Class:3 

ISO 15797:2002

Store in a cool, dry place, away from heat sources 
and away from light.
Before each use, carry out a visual check to 
ensure that the device is in perfect condition, 
undamaged and clean, and replace it if it is not 
intact.

The safety features indicated are only observed if 
the device is regularly worn and fastened and in 
perfect condition.

Follow the recommended washing instructions.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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